**Dr. G. Thomas Opens 98th Session**

An address by Dr. George F. Thomas, professor of philosophy at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, opens the 98th session of Hollins College.

**Improvements Are Varied**

During the summer the college administration and the trustees, who traveled together in a special train over the entire country, scattered in different parts of the country in order to observe the campus improvements. The student body this year numbers 323. Included in its numbers are several students from foreign countries, including Puerto Rico, Brazil, England, and Belgium. The refugio for students, to be opened for the fall semester, is now caught in Germany, and to all appearances is unable to get out of the country. Arrangements are being made, however, for some foreign refugee to come this fall. A new dormitory, the dormitory of male students, is now nearing completion. The art department has taken over more of the basement of the Little Theater with the finishing of another art studio beneath it. Formerly, the former house of Miss Matty, has been reconditioned and used. Monev from the Alumni Centennial Fund has been used in the construction of a new back-sundeck on the back campus, bringing the total to four. From the same fund appropriation was made for a Bell and Howell Film Sound Projector. This machine will be used in the music department and it is hoped that it may be used for entertainment purposes on campus.

**Bunch Sanders Will Lead 'Y' Party**

The theme of the Y. W. C. A. for the freshman this year is Sigma. The party will be held at 8:30 in the gym on Saturday night. Invitations will be sent out in the form of a musical note. The sophomores and upperclassmen will escort the women of the party. All students are requested to come dressed as a song or representative of a song. A prize will be awarded for the clearest and most original costume.

**CALENDAR OF EVENTS**

**THURSDAY**

9:00 P. M.-Registration for all Students-Chapel

**FRIDAY**

8:00-8:15-Breakfast

9:00 A. M.-Matriculation of Old Students

1:00 P. M.—Dinner

6:30 P. M.—Supper

8:30 P. M.—Formal Opening—Little Theatre

**SATURDAY**

8:00 A. M.—All Classes Meet

12:15 P. M.—Lunch

8:30 P. M.—Y. W. C. A. Party—The Gym

**SUNDAY**

4:30 P. M.—Freshman Tea — Drawing Room

7:30 P. M.—Chapel

**WEDNESDAY**

5:00 P. M.— Formal Opening of Student Government—Chapel

**Heads of Student Government, 1939-40**

**Rosa B. R. Hodes**

**Harriet Martin**

$18,000 Left to Hollins

The sum of $18,000 has been left by Hollins College by the late J. Howard Wilson, Mobile, Ala., Alachua. The money left by Mr. Wilson is in the form of a scholarship fund and is in the name of the daughter, Sarah Turpin Wilson, a student at Hollins from 1871-1874. Mr. and Mrs. Howard were close friends of Miss Matty. The net income from the Sarah Turpin Wilson scholarship fund will be used annually for the expenses of a student at Hollins who will be chosen by a committee of the faculty appointed by Miss Randolph. This scholarship will be available for the session 1940-41.

**Architect's Drawing of New Tinker Tea House**

The first load of dirt for the foundation of the new Tinker Tea House was flung aside by Miss Mary G. Parkinson on August 19, 1939. After Miss Parkinson some twenty alumni took their turn, and the building of the new Tea House was actually under way.

The plan of the proposed elevation will give you a good idea of the general lines of the house. It is to be built of brick and painted white with green trim. Brick terraces will lead off from the northeast end of the house, a glorious view of the Cove, and McKeen's knob sweeping up from the lower profile of Green Ridge. On the northeast end of the house will be a terrace hall where out-of-door tea and coffee will be served.

**New T- House Plans Are Elaborate, with Lounge, Fountain, Dining Rooms, Six Guest Rooms**

**Miss Kellam Retires**

Ten new appointments to the college staff for the 1939-40 session have been made by the administrative board of the college. These new appointments occur in a number of the departments on campus. Several promotions have also been announced.

In the division of the social sciences, Dr. Georgia Robinson has joined the college staff this fall, and to take over the duties of assistant professor of history. This summer Dr. Robinson has been doing research work at various libraries in France. She graduated from the University of Chicago, where she took, also, her M. A. degree. Dr. Robinson took her doctor's degree at Columbia University and has studied at the University of Paris and at the University de France. She has recently taught at Barnard College, New York City, and at Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, N. Y. Also in this division is Robert H. Talbert, instructor in music, who has been appointed by Miss Matty, has been graduated from the University of Missouri, has held a graduate assistant position at Duke University in the past year.

Robert B. Shaffer, who received his A. B. in fine arts, will take over the position of assistant professor of art, and head of the art department.

In addition to graduate work at Oberlin College, Shaffer, who has taught there for some years, has taught at Oberlin and at Athens College. At Harvard he held the Carnegie Corporation Fellowship in fine arts. Mr. F. Shaffer traveled extensively abroad while studying on a renewal Carnegie fellowship.

In the chemistry department, Miss Margaret H. Howard, (Continued...)
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Parade of Honor — A.C. P. Service

LEADERSHIP

"What makes a real leader?" — it is currently interesting to watch a professional class as it emerges, an intimate mass of unknown individuals, among whom one can at first glimpse with any confidence see the head, the middle, and the tail, and at second glance, see the leader. Perhaps the strongest of all will not develop until the class is well on its way through college courses.

What makes them leaders? Courage, I think, and some driving force, and a vision of a goal; understanding they argue is a subjective thing, and the driving power is the only thing that one person can transmit to another. I believe the successful person is the leader, and I believe the driving force is the one thing that he has to transmit.

I am not the least bit interested in the individual member of the organization, the clubs, the trusts, its problems, and so forth among them as an understanding, error-willing person.

Glador Stave, Bevval College
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We cannot, each of us, individually get out and speak our minds, either to public or an audience. We are college students, are continually blasted from under our very feet; to others of us, history is merely a study, a fact, but to many, it enters college and provides a wonderful boost of unknown interest. Some students, that lends comfort to comers, something that makes them better and easier to live with, though the future may be filled with much that is unknown. That is Hollins land. The stables and dairy are the business office proper off campus, built in 1856. Its Y.W. room is complete with all necessities of students, that lends comfort to comers, something that makes them better and easier to live with.

The telephone office, the business office proper off campus, built in 1856. Its Y.W. room is complete with all necessities of students, that lends comfort to comers, something that makes them better and easier to live with.

As we are students, we are no more to the stable than the student is to the school. The student is not the one who actually enters the school; the student is the one who enters the school. Let me try to make this clear.

The student is not the one who actually enters the school; the student is the one who enters the school.

The student is not the one who actually enters the school; the student is the one who enters the school.

TOUR OF HOLLINS CAMPUS

The Little Theatre, with whom all of us are well acquainted, was built in 56 and, together with the Student Union, which was built in 57, forms the heart of the campus. The stage is a natural rise in the land. The Lottery, with whom all of us are well acquainted, was built in 56 and, together with the Student Union, which was built in 57, forms the heart of the campus. The stage is a natural rise in the land. The Lottery, with whom all of us are well acquainted, was built in 56 and, together with the Student Union, which was built in 57, forms the heart of the campus. The stage is a natural rise in the land. The Lottery, with whom all of us are well acquainted, was built in 56 and, together with the Student Union, which was built in 57, forms the heart of the campus.

Today we return many seeing life as haunted by a past, a present, and a future, but of which we can find from the outside. We cannot be individuals.

The picture of a little girl standing on the Top of the Dome and looking back at her own house, that is what we do, we do. We do not find ourselves in Hollins, and the very best of Hollins, the Let the Class of 43 write its chapter in the book of Hollins.

WE CAN DO

In June our Hollins vacation was varying, vacating, and vacating. Today we return, many seeing life as haunted by a past, a present, and a future, but of which we can find from the outside. We cannot be individuals.

The picture of a little girl standing on the Top of the Dome and looking back at her own house, that is what we do, we do. We do not find ourselves in Hollins, and the very best of Hollins, the Let the Class of 43 write its chapter in the book of Hollins.

Directory of New Students

W. 79-Aaland, Katherine Sitton, Northfield, Va. W. 199-Bell, Margaret Durley, St. Louis, Mo.

W. 80-Bard, Anne Elizabeth, Wilmington, Del.

W. 81-Barnes, Bertha Florence, Omaha, Neb.

W. 82-Bateman, John (room fixing), George Washington University, Washington, D.C.

W. 83-Bailey, Marie Elizabeth, Columbia, S.C.

W. 84-Baker, Evelyn Alice, Abington, Va.

W. 85-Baker, Margaret Marjorie, Camp, Miss.

W. 86-Baker, Mary Elizabeth, Abingdon, Va.

W. 87-Baker, Ruth, Austin, Texas

W. 88-Baker, Gertrude, Baltimore, Md.

W. 89-Baker, Virginia, Boyertown, Pa.

W. 90-Baker, Grace, Buffalo, N.Y.

W. 91-Baker, Alice, Boston, Mass.

W. 92-Baker, Ethel, Brownsville, Pa.

W. 93-Baker, Margaret, Brooklyn, N.Y.

W. 94-Baker, Mary Virginia, Lebanon, Pa.

W. 95-Baker, Elizabeth, Lexington, Ky.

W. 96-Baker, Anna, Little Rock, Ark.

W. 97-Baker, James, Long Beach, Calif.

W. 98-Baker, Margaret, Louisville, Ky.

W. 99-Baker, Margaret, Madison, Wis.

W. 100-Baker, Marjorie, Maryland Heights, Mo.

W. 101-Baker, Margaret, Minneapolis, Minn.

W. 102-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 103-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 104-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 105-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 106-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 107-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 108-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 109-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 110-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 111-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 112-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 113-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 114-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 115-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 116-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 117-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 118-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.

W. 119-Baker, Margaret, New York, N.Y.
Introducing . . .

Anne Brinkley

Anne Brinkley, familiarly known as "Brink," is publicly known as president of the senior class. Full of good humor and enthusiasm and always ready to help her roommate, "Pug" Howard, Brink has all the necessary qualities to make this year a memorable one at Hollins.

Lucy Fowlkes

Lucy Fowlkes, another one of the little girls, may be small, but when she gets out on the stage of the Little Theater you forget all about her size and can enjoy the acting. Lucy is President of the Dramatic Board and her ability certainly is evident under the footlights!

Helen Walsh

Helen Walsh will have the difficult task of being different. In short, Helen is the Editor of the Spectator, the Hollins yearbook. Maybe this year's Spectator will be as different and daring as those hats Helen has blossomed forth in.

Ruth Hannah

Now Ruth Hannah, known as "Chumie," is one smart girl, and as the leader of the International Relations Club she will have some job—especially since September 3 of this year. However, Chumie in her very dignified and no doubt well-informed way, will wade right on in and the result will be not only friendly relations but probably hilarious ones as well.

Ann George

The head of the Hollins Y. W. C. A. should be somebody with poise, efficiency, and sympathy. Such a person is the Ann George. Ann, among her other activities, includes both championship riding and swimming. Maybe the army could do something for all of us. However, Ann has a lot that is all her own (including a voice) The Y. W. found that out!

Sports Plants

By AMY R Field

Back again to start another grand year full of hockey thrills, basket ball ups and more excitement in the riding ring. Odd-Even, Reds-Blue, Fresh, Soph, Juniors and Seniors will soon be battling for the laurels of victory. Although Hollins lost some nifty athletes last June at graduation, news of the incoming freshman talent sounds very promising.

The Athletic Association, of which we are all members, will be led by Susanne Furlong, president of the board. Good Wimpy will manage Even hockey (Classes 1940-42) this year while Jane Cudle will give all to manage the Odd team (Classes 1941-43). This Odd-Even group is numerically compared to the Army-Navy game or the Yale-Harvard classic and is equally exciting. We all think, and with good reason, of our band leaders and great determination to win the game—it's something we don't forget. Then, too, tennis, golf and archery are popular on back campus. Tennis tournaments are on almost every time you look around. Harper Ricketts was champ last year. The golfers practice their talent on the incoming Fresh for prospects. There are empty positions on both teams. Don't forget to come out, girls, and show us what you can do!

Hockey and basketball usually find the facilities but there are always a steady line of side sports. Capt. Grayson's heroes and riders are always performing (all year round) on back campus. The Gymn-

athletics and Horse Show are among Hollins specialties. Capt. Cyn Collins, one of last year's freshmen, won the championship cup. There is no other sport on campus that can rival with thrills. The Riding Club takes breakfast rides to the Country Club and picnics in the hills. On Sunday mornings when the rest of Hollins is lazy being lazy, the riders take several hours out on the beautiful mountain trails.

Ann George is King Fish

Swimming is an all-year sport, too. Meets are held in the fall, winter and spring. Last year's king-fisher was Ann George. Ann Hall, another mermaid, has started a rumor of a swimming club—how about that?
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